The questions I ask are: How did postwar writers understand Poundʼs politics in relation to his poetics? Where did they place Pound in relation to existing cultural and legal institutions? Where was he located in the shifting political and cultural alliances of the Cold War? Where did midcentury writers locate themselves in relation to the arguments, institutions, and politics of the postwar cultural landscape? (36) As one can already see from these questions, what Gross intends to do is see how Poundʼs poetics and politics influenced the poetics and politics of the Cold War intellectuals -and how they had thus a decisive influence on the construction of what Gross calls "the liberal aesthetic," which he finds definitive for contemporary American culture.
Before seeing in detail how Gross thinks that these influences took place and shape, I must pause for a moment and revere his intellectual courage; discussing so openly the relation between Poundʼs writing and his political madness is still a highly delicate and flammable undertaking. I experienced this myself at the Rotterdam poetry festival last year, when, after presenting the project of the Romanian Pound edition which I have been translating, under the coordination of Romania's foremost essayist and philosopher, Horia-Roman Patapievici, 1 I elicited two types of reactions: either radical enthusiasm, or radical enragement. For half of the audience, Pound was a wonderful poet, the very inventor of poetic modernity, whose political dementia did not count at all; for the other half, he was a Fascist scoundrel, whose poetic skills were at best an alibi, and at worst an aggravating circumstance. What I find most remarkably courageous in Grossʼs approach is his subtle and yet straightforward lucidity of understanding and stating clearly that, in Poundʼs case, his poetics and his politics are indeed inseparable -they originate in each other, they influence each other, and the best empirical proof that they stand or fall together is the fact that, as soon as Poundʼs politics failed and ended, his poetry failed and ended too. Embracing this position also means that one admits that there existed a precious prelapsarian portion of Poundʼs poetics which, prior to and against his political madness, has shaped and defined American poetics. Banal as it may seem, this rational and poised position also elicits hysterical anti-Pound reactions even from great minds, such as Harold Bloom The aversion has in the meantime turned into a hysterical reaction in Bloomʼs otherwise wonderful book from last year, The Daemon Knows: Literary Greatness and the American Sublime. While openly saying that it does not attempt to present an American canon, the book nevertheless attempts to be the American canon itself, "the dozen creators of the American sublime," as Bloom straightforwardly puts it:
This book is about the dozen creators of the American Sublime. Whether these are our most enduring authors may be disputable, but then this book does not attempt to present an American canon. ... Yet my own selection seems more central, because these writers represent our incessant effort to transcend the human without forsaking humanism. 5 This book, "more central" than a canon, in Bloomʼs own words, pairs these twelve essential American writers in six doublets: Whitman and Melville, Emerson and Emily Dickinson, Hawthorne and Henry James, Mark Twain and Robert Frost, Wallace Stevens and T.S. Eliot, Faulkner and Hart Crane. Even though Eliot is present in this canonical dozen, one immediately notices the contemptuous tone in Bloom's critical commentary: those who dare admire his poetry are even accused, at one particular point, of participating "in murderous attitudes towards Jews and Judaism":
Despite this achieved splendor, what is most humane in me just does not allow more than a cold admiration. Stevens has helped me to live my life, while Eliot brings out the worst in me. ... I dismiss the exegetes who defend him and Ezra Pound; at best they are misguided, at worst they participate in murderous attitudes toward Jews and Judaism. We do not read only as aesthetes -though we should -but also as responsible men and women. By that standard, Eliot, despite his daemonic gift, is unacceptable once and for all time. (Bloom, The Daemon 402) It is quite surprising to see that the aversion is now also directed towards Eliot -both poets have become now "unacceptable," they both "bring out the worst" in Bloom, they are now both "not humanly acceptable," to use Bloomʼs words from his monumental and yet idiosyncratic poetic panorama.
I have mentioned Bloomʼs case just to show the idiosyncrasies with which the Pound scholar has to contend if he is willing to take Pound's poetry seriously alongside his politics. Of course, there are also important critics who dare to see Pound as a central poet of modernity -sometimes the central poet of American modernity, as Marjorie Perloff sees him, for example. Unlike Bloom, for whom Pound is at best an absence (and usually simply a bête noire), for Perloff Pound is the very poet responsible for the radical divide of American literary studies; as she puts it, the fundamental split parting the academic rivalries has Pound as its epicentre: This is neither an idle quarrel nor a narrow sectarian war between rival academics (e. 6 Thus, while Pound is an absence (or a "humanly unacceptable" presence) for Bloom, he is the origin of "the Pound tradition" for Perloff. As I was saying in the beginning, Grossʼs endeavour has to navigate between radical rejections and radical enthusiasms. And it is remarkable to see how subtly and intelligently he manages to build up his case. He starts from the 1949 Bollingen Prize -which was famously granted to Ezra Pound, then an inmate of St. Elisabeth's psychiatric ward. Pound was at the time a war criminal, charged with treason, but who -found mentally unfit to stand trial -was institutionalized in a psychiatric hospital with a military regime. The scandal was unavoidable -and Pound was defended by his supporters with the argument of free speech; ironically, a fascist poet was thus made "the symbol of democratic culture, a prisoner the spokesman of free speech" (1). Grossʼs thesis is that the aftermath of this scandal, which involved the relation between poetry and politics, helped create what Gross calls "the liberal aesthetic," or the separation of the poetic from the political (213).
Gross structures his book as a diptych: in its first part, he builds a theory of this liberal aesthetic, as constructed in the interventions contemporary with or subsequent to the 1949 Bollingen Prize scandal; the second part comprises six essays devoted to seven writers, all of them representing an essential piece in the construction of this "liberal aesthetic." The seven writers are (in the order in which they are discussed in the book) Ezra Pound, Karl Shapiro, W.H. Auden, Peter Viereck (a writer almost forgotten now, but curiously significant for Grossʼs case study), Katherine Anne Porter and Leslie Fiedler (taken together in this fifth essay) and John Berryman. I will discuss in what follows, in this fatally limited review, the theory of the "liberal aesthetic," leaving aside the illustrative essays -which are all convincing and quite well-informed. (Bibliographically speaking, the only important flaw I could detect was the absence of Philip Colemanʼs superb book on John Berryman -which, discussing Berrymanʼs "public vision," 7 namely his concern with the public sphere, not only challenges the dominant confessional labelling, but also profoundly rhymes with the demonstration Gross is making in his own book. It really is a pity that these two books did not get to communicate -even though Coleman mentions twice Grossʼs 2009 article on Berryman.) Gross uses as the starting point of his demonstration William Barrett's identification of the crux of the issue: "How far is it possible, in a lyric poem, for technical embellishments to transform vicious and ugly matter into beautiful poetry?" (9) . The tension of the Cold War contributes to the creation of a cultural and political context which is favourable, in particular, to the transformation of a fascist poet into a symbol of free speech and aesthetic autonomy, and in general to the radical separation and even excision of the political from the poetic. Literature was separated, almost brutally, from the politics -just like "Pound was separated from his poetry" (20). With the institutionalization of Pound, literary studies were in their turn institutionalized; with the depoliticization of Pound, literature and the methodology of literary studies were depoliticized. This is, in a nutshell, how the liberal aesthetic was built -from the separation of politics from literature, in an attempt to build "an institutional space" which would "secure freedom from the threat of totalitarianism" (23). A "postwar cultural landscape" is thus constructed in which "lyrical individuation was linked to the institutionalization of Pound (in a mental hospital) and of literary studies (in universities)" (37). Catalyzed by the Bollingen Prize scandal and the reaction (either positive or negative) to Poundʼs poetics and politics, an enormous argument was built, stating that literature had to be separate from politics in a free society. As the poets and critics involved in the construction of this argument were almost all academics, the result was that "the modernism that established itself in universities soon began to seem more bureaucratic than revolutionary" (130). This is the final point of the liberal aesthetic -which has succeeded in isolating the dangerous politics from art at the price of transforming itself into a bureaucratic language.
It is most interesting to observe that the anti-communist discourse of the Cold War in the United States is extensively coincident with what liberal writers captive in the communist countries in Eastern Europe strived to do, facing serious and sometimes fatal risks: namely to keep art separate from politics. The return to personal lyricism (namely what Pound was supposedly doing in The Pisan Cantos) was something forbidden in communist countries; totalitarian regimes put into act an elimination of the private space and of the secret (Derrida: "If a right to a secret is not maintained, then we are in a totalitarian space" 8 ); therefore, private and secretive lyricism had no right to exist in the cultural space in communism. Poetry had to be political in communist regimes; "political" meaning, in this case, not against the system, but glorifying it. The general reaction of all important writers captive in communist totalitarianisms was to slyly avoid, by all stylistic means, the compulsory political writing and to aim at the reconstruction of a personal lyricism. Coming from another direction, these anti-communist writers captive within the European communisms shared the same ideal -namely that of building an institutional space which would secure freedom from the threat of totalitarianism; of creating a strange sort of cultural autonomy in a space where all autonomy was denied. Matei Călinescu, the American literary theorist originating from Romania, has written in his memoirs about this generalized "horror of politics." He observes that communism, despite its obsessive insistence on politics and on pan-politicization, has as a result a "genuine political lobotomy," a "severe atrophy of the political sense." 9 For almost two decades, more precisely from 1948 to 1964, this political lobotomy was the leading rule of the Romanian literary system. The emancipation from the pan-politicization and the transition to a sort of "liberal aesthetic" (insofar as it was possible within a totalitarian space) took about ten years -and it was perhaps the main cultural war inside the Romanian communism. 10 Eventually, after the mid-1960s, Romanian literary studies managed to build that institutional space which kept literature almost separate from the intrusions of communist politics; it was not called "the liberal aesthetic," but rather "the autonomy of the aesthetic"; nevertheless, its profound meaning was exactly that described by Gross in his apt book: the separation of the art from politics, in order to preserve the personal freedom of the artist. It is obvious now that Grossʼs book is not a Pound monograph per se. Instead, it is the monograph of a cultural war -the first (and maybe the most important) cultural war after the end of World War II -, having as an objective the edification of an autonomy of the aesthetic in relation to politics. This cultural war was a successful attempt to "refuse the study for their politique," as Emerson wrote in a wonderful poem 170 years ago; and it made possible the transition from a lyrical individualism to a lyricism of identity. It is a cultural war which was not specific to the United States only, and not to liberal cultures only, as we have seen; it has instated in its right "the free speech argument which distinguished poetry from politics in the name of liberal individualism" (227), "the free speech equation between lyricism and liberalism" (230) called by Gross "the liberal aesthetic" (and dubbed as "the autonomy of the aesthetic" in the East-European tradition); and it was probably the cultural war necessary for all cultures trying to enter postmodernity. It was the first postmodern cultural war; and it has constructed a massive cultural continuity, making possible the reinitiation of a major dialogue after it was brutally interrupted by the war.
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Notes:
1 The Romanian edition of Pound, due to be published by the Humanitas publishing house, is designed by Patapievici to comprise four volumes, for which I will provide the translation and Patapievici the critical apparatus. So far, only the first volume has been published: Ezra Pound, Opere I. Poezii 1908 Poezii -1920 
